RCA makes decision to set or review speed limit based on Speed Management Guide

Use speed management information

Is speed management information available from NZTA?

Propose a permanent, holiday or variable speed limit

Notify NZTA of intent

Undertake consultation

Is the speed limit either: variable, 70, 90 or 110 km/h?

Yes

No NZTA approval given

No

Decision to set new speed limit

Request NZTA approval

No speed limit change or consider an alternative speed limit

New speed limit in place

New speed limit made, notice given in accordance with enactment under which it is made

Minister notified within one week

Record details in register

14 days prior to speed limit coming into force, notify NZTA and the Police Commissioner

Arrange for signs and road markings

Decision to set new speed limit

 NZTA approves

Yes

No

Undertake consultation

Decision to set new speed limit

No speed limit change or consider an alternative speed limit

New speed limit in place